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game today!.Match Report | 2-1 Bristol Rovers 1st April
2014 The Bluebirds played out a much less conclusive

first half of the season for the first time in a while after a
forgettable opening 45 minutes. The preparation and work
done at Leek Town prior to this game was excellent and it
showed in a 3rd minute goal to David Worrall from Tom

Elliott. It was a good strike with power and pace and
demonstrated the height and strength of his 6’2″ frame.

He also used a lot of pace and a lot of strength to hold the
ball up and link in with the wing backs. It was quick feet
which saw him get round the goalkeeper after he looked

to have reached the ball for the simple tap in. There was a
brief spell of the Rovers struggling and they were out of
the game for the rest of the half with a well taken goal

from Ashley Westwood in the 36th minute. They
continued their best form of the campaign so far this

season in getting forward with the ball, movement and
being direct at set pieces. They won a lot of the ball in the

first half and the opening goal came from a simple free
kick which needed a bit of work to get out of the back and

into the goal. The striker was more than willing to get in
on the shooting action and good delivery put the Rovers in
front. This was a good one and showed the Rovers work

rate and commitment.
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is a fighting game developed by Midway Games and
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